
All the information

you need,

in one place

ZERO
memoriae



in this

moment,

around the

world,

1 out of 3*

people are

self-isolated
at home 

*www.businessinsider.com



that means

uncertainty
about the world

outside, and the

need of new

forms of

communication  



people are now

flooded with 

irrilevant,

constantly updated,

scattered,

disaggregated
information

 



and this

make them

confused
and

disoriented 



is the platform where

people can find

information that are

relevant for them, at

the moment and in

the place they are in.
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local authorities

can inform citizens

about their updates:

(i.e. city hall,

hospitals, Public

organizations)

citizens

peer-to-peer

communication

among people in the

same city, in an

anonymous way

local business

business will start

again: they can inform

potential customers

around them about

reopening, day

specials, etc..



how authenticated users share information

Authorities and business type the information they want to share,

that will be sent only to the users located in the area they prevously selected



how anonymous users see messages



immediacy 

OpenSource

privacy

security

safety

trust

aggregator

means
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subscription

monthly fee* for

authenticated

and verified users

 

free

for simple users:

citizens, in an

anonymous way

freemium model

*free for the first 3 months, in order to help business

reopening



the world

around you,

in one app

ZERO.1
memoriae

after the crisis



Our needs

fundings

partnership with local

authorities, willing to

run a pilot project

in their own cities

IT infrastructure
marketing

privacy and

cybersecurity
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Why us?

It works!* adaptablescalable

*available in 2 weeks



real time

The impact



unfiltered communication

The impact



glocal

The impact


